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ON UNIFORM K-STABILITY OF PAIRS FOR ALGEBRAIC CURVES 

Naoto Yotsutani 

Faculty of Education, Kagawa University 

Abstract. In this note, we shall consider uniform K-stability of pairs, which is recently detected by G. 
Tian [Til8] and is originally studied by S. Paul [Paul2]. As a consequence, we show that the rational 

normal curve of degree d~2 is either uniformly K-stable or strictly K-semistable with respect to the 
standard torus action. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The concept of uniform K-stability originates the paper by Szekelyhidi [Sze06] in order to deal 
with the existence problem on a constant scalar curvature K曲ler(cscK) metric in a given K曲lerclass 

詞 ofa compact Kahler manifold (X, w). This notion was deeply investigated by many researchers 
as in [Der 16, BHJl 7]. Meanwhile, it is crucial to see the asymptotic behavior of the K-energy map 

如： Hw→ 股 whenwe discuss about existence of cscK metric, say the coercivity or boundedness of 
加 [Hisa16,Paul2, Paul3]. The current philosophy is that one can restrict attention to the subspace of 
Bergman metrics (which is a Hermitian metric that can be defined as the pull back of Fubini-Study met-
ric associated to the projective embedding X Y lP'N) in糾 todetect the coercivity and boundedness 
of vw because of Tian's density theorem and the partial c0-estimate. 

Eventually it was conjectured that the K -energy bounds and coercivity along Bergman potential 
could be controlled by an appropriate notion of Mumford's GIT stability. This speculation was justified 

by S.Paul in his paper [Pau12, Pau13] building upon work of Tian [Ti97] and Gelfand-Kapranov-
Zelevinsky [GKZ94]. Paul's formulation fits better with Mumford's GIT stability than (original) K-

stability in [Ti97, Dona02], so to called stability of pairs. Very recently, this notion was developed by 
Tian in [Ti18] and he introduced the concept of uniform K-stability of pairs. In particular, it was shown 

that K-stability of pairs implies that uniform K-stability of pairs (cf. Theorem 2.5). This guarantees 
that K-stability of pairs is stronger concept than uniform K-stability of pairs. However, we don't know 
which smooth projective variety would be uniformly K-stable of pairs so far, by direct computation 

even in 1-dimensional algebraic curve case. 

The aim of this note is to study the uniform K -stability of pairs on the rational normal curve of 

degreed~2. Namely the main theorem in this article is the following. 

Theorem 1.1. Let lP'1→ Xd c lP'd be the rational normal curve of degree d~2, which is given by the 
d-th Veronese embedding (See Section 4). Let Rx and△ x be the X -resultant and the X -discriminant 

respectively. Setting v = Rx 
deg(△ x) 

andw =△ 
deg(Rx) 
x , we consider the weight polytopes NH (v) and 

N五(w)with respect to the standard torus 

t。
t1 

゜H 竺 I ::; SL(d+ 1,C). 

td-1 

゜
(t。'''td-1)-l

Then the inclusion N五(v)こNH(w)always holds (Proposition 4.1). In particular 
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• Jf dist(B咋 (v),a島 (w))> 0, then X→ lP'd is uniformly K-stable with respect to H-action. 
• If dist(松伍(v)且 仰(w))= 0, then X → lP'd is strictly K-semistable with respect to H -
action. 

This article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define (uniform) K-stability of pairs for given 

nonzero vectors v E V ¥ { 0 } and w E W ¥ { 0 } where V and W are finite dimensional rational 
representations of a reductive group G. We also introduce some key theorems due to Paul and Tian 
which we will use later on. In Section 3, we define the X-resultant and the X-(hyper)discriminant 

which will play a crucial role to discuss on asymptotic of the K-energy. Section 4 is devoted to a 
brief review of X-resultants/discriminants for polynomials in one variable (see [GKZ94, Chapter 12]). 

Section 5 gives the proof of Theorem 1.1. A concrete example is dealt in the final section. We compute 
explicitly the X -resultant/discriminant and their weight polytopes for the quadric curve in lP'2 by using 

the secondary polytope. 

2. STABILITY OF PAIRS 

2 .1. Representation Theory. Let G be the special linear group SL(N + 1, q and (V, p) b e arauonal 

G-representation with v E V ¥ { 0 }. Recall that Vis said to be rational if for any v E V ¥ { 0} and 
a E vv (the dual vector space), 

'Pa,v: G→ C'Pa,v(a) := a(p(a)・v) 

is a regular function on G, that is, 

知，vE C[G] := affine coordinate ring of G. 

Let T be a maximal algebraic torus of G. We denote the character lattice of T by 

島：= Homz(T,C勺竺が．

Then the dual lattice Nz = Homz(C叉T)is identified with the set of one parameter subgroups 
入： EX→ T. Note that the duality is given by 

〈.'.〉:Nz x Mz→ z, x(入(t))=t仇x〉.

As usual, we set 

Mffi.:=Mz露応噂N and Ni股：= N: 尋直．

Denoting the image of入inNj砂 yl入， weseethatl入isan integral linear functional on MIR. Furthermore, 

V decomposes into eigenvalue subspaces under the action of T such as: 

V= 〶 Vx, Vx := { v EV  I p(t)・v = x(t)・v, t ET} 

xESupp(V) 

where Supp(V) denotes the support of V which is defined by 

Supp(V) := { X E Mz I Vx f O} . 

Definition 2.1. Let v E V ¥ { 0 } b e a nonzero vector m V with 

V=区 vx, vx E Vx. 

xEMz 

The weight polytope of v (with respect to T-action) is the lattice polytope in MIR defined by 

応 (v):= Conv { X E Mz I vx f O} , 

where Conv A denotes the convex hull of a finite set of points A. 
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Let訟 (N+ 1, C) be the vector space of square matrices of size N + l. By the action of matrix 
multiplication, 9£(N + 1, q can be regarded as a G-representation: 

G x QJ:,(N + 1,C)→ 訟 (N+l,C) (a,A)>-------+a•A. 

Denoting lI E 9£(N + 1, q to be the identity operator, we define the standard simplex QN by 

伽：＝岳(ll)C MIR竺股N_

Note that伽 isfull-dimensional convex polytope containing the origin in its interior. Using the stan-
dard simplex Q N, we define the degree of V as 

deg(V) := min { k E Z>o I N(v) i;;; k伽 forallvEV¥{O}}.

Definition 2.2. Let V be a rational representation of G, and let入bea one parameter subgroup in T 
which is a maximal algebraic torus of G. We define the weight叩 (v)of入onvEV¥{O}by

W入(v):= min l入(x)= min{〈X,入〉 lxEsupp(v)}.
xEN(v) 

Alternatively w入(v)is determined as the unique integer satisfying 

lim cw≫(v)入(t)v= vaヂ0
ltl→O 

where v0 is the nonzero limit in V. 

Definition 2.3. Let V and W be (finite dimensional) complex rational representations of G with 

nonzero vectors v E V ¥ { 0 } and w E W ¥ { 0 } . 

(1) The pair (v, w) is K -semistable if w入(w)::::; wA (v) for any one parameter subgroup入inG.

(2) (v, w) is K-stable if it is K -semistable and w入(w)<叫(v)whenever the one parameter 
subgroup入satisfyingdeg(V)叫 (ll)<叩(v).

(3) (v,w) is said to be unifonnly K-stable if there is an integer m > 0 such that for any one 
parameter subgroup入inG, we have the inequality 

m(w入 (v) —叫(w))): 叫 (v)-deg(V)wA(ll). 

The following Hilbert-Mumford criterion for stability of pairs was discovered by Paul [Paul3] and 
Tian [Til8]. 

Theorem 2.4 (Hilbert-Mumford Criterion). The relationship between stability of pairs and weight 
polytopes is described as follows. In the table below, P + Q denotes the Minkowski summation of two 
polytopes P and Q. 

Stability of pairs (v, w) I Weight polytopes 

K-semistable I 応 (v)<;;; 応 (w)for all 
maximal torus T < G 

ョmE Z>o such that 
1 1 

uniformly K -stable I (1 --)島(v)+ -deg(V)QN凶 (w)
m m 
for all maximal torus T < G 

The main theorem in [Ti18] is the following: 

Theorem 2.5 (Tian). If (v, w) is K-stable, then it is uniformly K-stable. 
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2.2. A Kempf-Ness type functional. For any complex vector space V with v E V ¥ { 0 }, let us 

denote the line through v by [v] E IP'(V). Then if V and Ware two finite dimensional rational complex 

representations of G with v E V ¥ { 0 } and w E W ¥ { 0 } respectively, we consider the proJect:J.ve 

orbits given by 

Ovw := G・[(v,w)] C IP'(V 〶 W), Ov := G・[(v, O)] c lP'(V 〶{0}). 

We equip V and W with Hermitian norms 1111-The energy ofpairpv,w is a Kempf-Ness type functional 

defined by 

Pv,w(a) := log Ila・wll2 -log Ila・vll2, び EG.

Then we recall the following fact: 

Proposition 2.6. [Paul 3, Proposition 4.4] Pv,w is bounded from below if and only if 

(2.1) Ovw n Ov = 0 

where Ovw, 豆 denotethe Zariski closures of each orbit. 

The definition of K-semistability due to Paul [Pau12, Pau12a, Pau13] originates from the following 

fact. 

Theorem 2. 7 (Paul). The pair (v, w) is K-semistable if and only if訊wn訊 =0.

Proof Note that "only if " part is clear. Hence it suffices to show that if (v, w) is K-semistable, then 

(2.1) holds. In order to prove this, suppose (v, w) is K-semistable. Then (v, w) is either 

(a) K-stable, or 

(b) strictly K-semistable. 

In the case where (a): Since (v, w) is K-stable, obviously (2.1) holds by definition. Hence our problem 

can be reduced to show the following statement: ロ

Claim 2.8. If (v, w) is strictly K-semistable, then (2.1) holds 

Proof of Claim 2.8. We use the contradiction. Suppose that (v, w) is strictly K-semistable and 

(2.2) G• [v, w] n G• [v, O]ヂO

holds. Let Z := lP'(V① { 0}) be a G-invariant closed subset in lP'(V① W). Since G・[v, O] C Z, there 
is an element z E Zn  G・[v, w] by our assumption (2.2). Setting x := [v, w], we apply Theorem 5.6 
in [BHJl 7] to x. Then there is a one parameter subgroup入inG such that 

lim入(t)・x= z E Z. 
ltl→O 

On the other hand, by definition of w刈•), we have 

lim入(t)・x= lim入(t)([v,w]) = lim t―(w〉.(v)-w入(w))入(t)([v,w]). 
ltl→ o ltl→ o ltl→O 

The last equality implies that w入(v)-w入(w)< 0 but this contradicts to strict K -semistablity. ロ

Recall that the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of a matrix A = (aij) is a matrix norm defined by 

IIAIIHs := P,・ 
ij 

Then we have 

Theorem 2.9. [Ti 18, Theorem 1.4] If (v, w) is K-stable, then there is a positive integer m E Z>o and 

uniform constant C such that 

ffiPv,w(O")~deg(V) log 110"11心8- log IIO"(v)ll2 -C, for all O" E G. 

Example 2.10 (Relationship with the classical GIT stability). In order to clarify the relationship be-

tween stability of pairs and Hilbert-Mumford stability, we consider the case where V 竺 Cis the one 

dimensional trivial representation and v = l: 
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Hilbert-Mumford (GIT) stability I Stability of pairs 

Otf-G・w I Ovw n Ov = 0 

叫(w)~0 for any w入(w)-w入(v)~0
degeneration入ofG for any degeneration入ofG

For each maximal torus For each maximal torus 
TS  G, 0 E岳 (w) TsG, 岳(v)~ 岳 (w)

G·w=G•wand 茄 E Z>o s.t 
Gw is finite (rrdeg(V) 0 vm m+I) . . ， w 1s K -sermstable 

2.3. Support functions on weight polytopes. Finally we introduce the key lemma of stability of 
pairs due to Tian for later use. Let v E V b e a nonzero vector of a finite d1mens10nal rational G-
representation V. We fix a maximal torus T ::::; G. Recall that the support function hv : NIR→ 股 of
the weight polytope Nr(v) is the convex function defined as 

(2.3) 加（入） = max 〈X,入〉．
xEsupp(v) 

Then by Definition 2.2, we readily see that 

w,¥(v) = min{〈X,入〉 IXE supp(v)} = -hv(—入）．

Then we have the following characterization of K-stability. 

Lemma 2.11. [Ti18, Proposition 8.1 (2)] The pair (v, w) is K-stable with respect to T if and only if 
the following two conditions 

(1)幼 (v)<;;;; 応 (w)
(2) { x E NIR I加(x)= hw(x)}こ{xE NIR I加(x)= hdeg(V)N(n)(x)} 

are satisfied. 

3. K-ENERGY ASYMPTOTICS AND STABILITY 

LetX→ lP'N be a linearly normal algebraic variety of deg X~2. Recall that a projective variety 
Xe戸 iscalled linearly normal if it is non-degenerate (i.e., Xis not contained in a hyperplane) and 
cannot be represented as an isomorphic projection of a non-degenerate variety from a projective space 
of higher dimension. These conditions require an isomorphism 

Ho(lP'凡O]l'N(l))竺 H0(x,Ox(l)). 

Unless otherwise stated, we consider an irreducible n-dimensional linearly normal complex projective 
variety xn→ lP'N of deg X~2 throughout this section. 

We denote the Grassmannian of k-dimensional projective linear subspaces oflP'N by G(k, N). 

Definition 3.1. The Cayley-Chow form (X-resultant) of X → lP'凡denotedby Rx, is the defining 
polynomial of the irreducible divisor 

(3.1) Zx := {LE G(N -n -1, N) I L n Xバ}={LE G(N-n-1,N) I Rx(L) = O} 

which is uniquely determined up to scaling. Observe that deg(Rx) =din the Plucker coordinate and 

Rx E (Cd(n+1)[M(n+l)x(N+1)]-
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Let (IP'N) v be the dual projective space of IP'N so that points of (IP'N) v correspond to hyperplanes 

in IP'N. Denoting Sm X the smooth points of X (i.e, Sm X = X ¥ Sing X), we consider the Zariski 

tangent space冗(X)to X atp E SmX which. N 1s an n-d1mens1onal proJect1ve lmear subspace of IP'. 

Definition 3.2. The dual variety X* c (IP'Nt of X →戸 isthe Zariski closure of the set of tangent 

hyperplanes to X: 

X* := Zariski Closure { f E (IP'N)v I 1l'p(X) c ker(f) for some p E SmX}. 

When X* has codimension one in (IP'N) v, i.e, the dual defect 

J(X) := N -dim(X*) -1 

is zero, then there exists an irreducible homogeneous defining polynomial 

△ XE  (C[(JP'N)V]竺 (C[M1x(N+l)]

of X* which we shall call X -discriminant: 

X* = { f E (IP'Nt I△ x(f) = 0}. 

We further consider the following Segre embedding 

(3.2) X X lP'n-1 ---+ IP'(Mix(N+l)) 

for a given projective embedding炉→ lP'N. Then it follows that the dual defect o (X x lP'n-l) of 

the Segre image of (3.2) is zero (see [Pau13, Proposition 3.1]). Hence there exists a non-constant 

homogeneous polynomial 

△ XxJl'n-1 EC  [Mnx(N+1)] 

such that 

(x X lP'n-l)* = { f E JP'(Mnx(N+I)) I△ XxJl'n-1 (f) = 0 }• 

We call△ Xxll'n-1 the X-hyperdiscriminant 

In order to state the main result in [Pau12], we introduce the standard notation of K狛lergeometry. 

For a smooth complex projective variety X → lP'N of degree d)', 2, we set w := WFS Ix where WFS 

is the standard Fubini-Study K狛lerform on JP'N_ For each O'E G, we consider the Bergman potential 

砂 EC00(X) given by 

《コ：—
び w= w + 21r a年＞〇．

We readily see that砂 isgiven by the formula 

咋=log (ll1;;i'↓ 2) E凡

where II・II denotes the standard norm on polynomials defined as 

llfll2 = L ICao・・・aNl2 
a。!a:1! ... ① v! 

for J(z) = L Cc,0---n豆『0... 索・

Theorem 3.3 (Theorem A in [Paul2]). Let xn "---+ lP'N be a smooth, linearly normal complex projective 

variety of degree d ;;:, 2. Let Rx and△ XxJP>n-1 be the X-resultant and the X-hyperdiscriminant 
respectively. Then under a suitable normalization of norms, the K-energy加 of(X, w) restricted to 
the Bergman metrics is 

II(]'・ △ XxJP>n-1112 
四（匹） = deg(Rx) log 2 ―deg (△ XxJP>n-1)log 

ll(J'・Rxll2 
2 ・

II△ XxJP>n-1 II II Rx II 

Combining Thereom 3.3, Proposition 2.6 and Theorem 2.4, we have the following. 
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Theorem 3.4 (Theorem C in [Paul2]). The K-energy of (X, w) restricted to the Bergman metrics is 

bounded from below along any one parameter subgroup入inG if and only if the inclusion between the 
weight polytopes 

(3.3) deg(△ Xxll'n-1)Nr(Rx)~deg (Rx)Nパ△Xxll'n-1) 

holds for each maximal torus T ::::; G. 

Hence it is natural to define the following. 

Definition 3.5. Let xn→ lP'N be a linearly normal complex projective (not necessarily smooth) variety 
of deg X ;;:, 2. Then X is said to be K-semistable (resp. K-stable, unifonnly K-stable) if the pair 

(R~g(• xxpn-1), △t門芦）
is K-semistable (resp. K-stable, uniformly K-stable) in the sense of Definition 2.3 along all one 

parameter subgroup入inG.

Remark 3.6. From the view point of the Hilbert-Mumford criterion (Theorem 2.4), K-semistablity of 

X→ lP'N is equivalent to the condition of (3.3) for each maximal tori T~G. 

As a special case of Theorem 3.4, we conclude that the following fact. 

Corollary 3.7 (Theorem 4.2 in [Pau08]). The restriction of the K-energy of a projective algebraic 
curve X → lP'N is bounded from below along all one parameter subgroup入inG if and only if the 

following inclusion holds for any maximal torus TさG:

(3.4) 
deg(△ x) 

deg(Rx) 
Nr(Rx) <:;;Nr(△ x). 

4. THE RATIONAL NORMAL CURVES AND GKZ THEORY 

One of the interesting case study about (3.4) is where X is the rational normal curve of deg X > 2. 
Recall that the rational normal curve of degree dis given by the image of the d-th Veronese embedding 
of lP'1 such that 

府： JP'l→ lP'叫 [zo:z1]← + [砥： z炉z1:・ ・ ・: zf]. 

The image Xd :=直lP'1)c lP'd is an algebraic curve of the genus g(X) = 0 with degreed > 0. In 
general, it is known that 

deg(△ x) = 2d -2 + 2g and deg Rx = 2d, 

where g denotes the genus of the curve. In [Pau08, Proposition 4.3], it was observed that the following 
inclusion holds for the standard torus action of H :::; G. 

Propos1tlon 4.1 (Paul). Let X'---+ lP' be the d-th rational normal curve and let G be SL(d + 1, q. We 
consider the standard torus H :=:; G雌雌五噸切

t。
t1 

゜
(4.1) H 竺 。td-l (to・・・td-1)-l 

Then (Rdeg△ x deg Rx 
X △ x)  is K-semistable with respect to H-actwn, m particular, the following in-

clusion holds: 
deg△x 

degRx 
NH(Rx)~JV磁△x)-
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For the reader's convenience, we provide a proof of Proposition 4.1 in the previous paper. Firstly we 
recall the following results on the classical Resultants/Discriminants from Gelfand-Kapranov-Zelevinsky 
theory [GKZ94, Chapter 12]. 

Here and hereafter, we always assume that X c lP'd is the rational normal curve of degree d~2. By 
definition, the associated hypersurface Zx c G(d-2, d) in (3.1) consists of (d-2)-dimensional linear 
subspaces Lin lP'd which meet X. Since such an L arises as the kernel of a linear map A : cd+l→ c2 
of maximal rank 2, we write the matrix A as 

A=(口：：：~;), with aob。ヂ 0.

Define L := ker A and two polynomials 

f(x) := aox +・ ・ ・+ ad-1x +ad= ao IT (x —入i),
i=l 

g(x) :=b。訊＋・・・+bd-1x + bd = bo IT (x —叫
j=l 

Then we observe that 

LnX=J0 ⇔ f(x) and g(x) have a common root. 

Hence the Cayley-Chow form Rx is the classical resultant 

R(f,g) :=叫bgll(入,—叫
i,j 

Lemma 4.2 (Lemma 1.18 and Lemma 1.19 in [Muk03]). The resultant R(f, g) is 2d x 2d determinant 

a。.• • • • • ad 

R(f,g) = lb。
a。 ad 

bd 

b。.• • • • • bd 
Moreover the discriminant off (x) is given by the resultant off (x) and its derivative f'(x): 

△ x (!) = R(f, J'). 

Example 4.3 (The Qudric in lP'り.Letv2:炉→ X2 c lP'2 be the 2-nd Veronese embedding of lP'1. 
Then the image X2 =乃(JP'りisa smooth quadric curve in lP'2. Therefore by Lemma 4.2, we compute 
the X-resultant Rx as 4 x 4 determinant 
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Moreover, 

f(x) = a記＋釘x+ a2, f'(x) = 2aox + a1 

implies that 

R(f, f')~dct (~" ,;。〗0~ao(4a。四— al).
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Therefore we conclude that the discriminant of f is 

△ x (f) = 4aoa2 -ai-

For the later convenience, let us denote 

Rx (悶：：：~!) = L Cp,q紺 bq

(p;q) E Z 2d+2 

IPI = lql !0d 
where aP = ab0•••aが， bq = b炉・• • bJd. The Newton polytope of Rx in股2d+2is defined by the 

weight polytope with respect to the algebraic torus (C勺d+l

N(Rx) := N"rcx)d+1(Rx) = Conv{ (p;q) E認炉 ICp,q =Io}. 

Similarly we consider the discriminant 

△ x(ao, ... ,a心= L Cp,q紺

pEZ如
IPI =d 

and define its Newton polytope N(△ x) in配+1as 

N(△ x) = Conv { p E Z~ 計icp=/O}.

The following beautiful characterization of N (Rx) and N (△ x) was detected by Gelfand, Kapranov 
and Zelevinsky. 

Theorem 4.4. The Newton polytopes N(△ x) and N (Rx) consists of all points satisfying the follow-
ing linear equations and linear inequalities: 

｛ 叫 x)= (po, ... ,Pd) E亨 L(d-i)Pi = d(d -1), 戸=2d-2, 
i=O i=O 

苫(j-i)pi)!j(j-1) 0:(j:(d }, 

N(Rx) = { (po,--・,Pd;qo, ... ,qd) E認炉

d d d d 

(4.2) L(d -i)p; + L(d -i)q; = d汽 LPi= Lq;=d, 
i=O i=O i=O i=O 

(4.3) 

j p 

翌—如＋苫£- k)qk ;;,, j£0 ,(j, £:(d } 

Now we define maps cp, prR and pr△ by 

<I>: 炉 +2--+酎+1 (p;q)=(po,--・,Pdi@,--・,q心>----+(Po+q□, ・・・,Pd+ q心

(4.4) prR : 股2d+2→ 酎 (p;q)← (po+ qo -(Pd+ qd), ・ ・ ・,Pd-1 + qd-1 -(Pd+ q心）

pr△ ：酎+1→ 酎 (po,...'四）←• (po -Pd,・・・,Pd-1 -Pd) 

respectively. Then we have the following 

Claim 4.5. (d~l) <I>(N(Rx)) c N(△ x)-
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Proof of Claim 4.5. Setting r; :=Pi+ q;, we readily see that for any point (p; q) E N(Rx), 

『;1)区(pパ ） = (d:1)区r;= d: l・2d = 2(d -1), 

(d: 1) L(d -i)(p; 玉） = (d: 1) L(d -i)r; = d: 1伯=d(d -1) 

by (4.2). Furthermore, by taking£= j and k = i, (4.3) becomes 

(4.5) 
J 

区(j-i)(Pi+qi)~j叫
i=O 

0~j~d. 

Since 

(d~1) <I>(N(Rx)) c <I>(N(Rx)), 

d-1 
we see that for any (ro, ... 心） E (可―)<I>(N(Rx)), 

文(j-i)ri) j2 > j(j -1), 
i=O 

by (4.5). This implies that (ro, ... , rd) EN(△ x). 

0~j~d. 

口

Proof of Proposition 4.1. Let H be the standard torus defined by (4.1). We readily see that 

四 (N(Rx))= 昴(Rx) and pr△ (N(△ x)) =咋（△x) 

by the definition of maps (4.4). In the following commutative diagram, the upper horizontal map 

(d: 1) <I> is injective by Claim 4.5. 

(4.6) 

N(Rx) 

(d~1) l''R j 

(~)立(Rx)

(d~l)<I> 

叫 x)

j p, △ 

N五（△x) 

Thi s induces the inclusion map 

. deg△x 

degRx 
i: NH(Rx)-----+N, 瓜△x) 

because deg△ x = 2(d-1) and deg Rx= 2d. 

5. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 

口

In this section, we provide the proof of Theorem 1.1. 

Let X 
玖; d 
弓• lP'be the rat10nal normal curve of degree d ;;, 2. Let v and w be R deg△ x deg Rx 

X and△ X 
respectively. By Proposition 4.1, we already knew that 

NH(v)~N万(w)

for the standard torus Hin (4.1). Under consideration of Lemma 2.11, we conclude the first condition 
is satisfied. Hence, it is crucial to see the second condition in Lemma 2.11 holds or not. Then we shall 
consider the following two cases. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. Case 1) NH(v) <;; NH(w). In this case, there is a sufficiently small O < c:o≪1 
such that 

dist (aNH(v), aNH(w)) ? Eo > 0. 

Hence we can find O < 8。≪1so that any 8 E (0, 80) satisfies 

(I -8)N五(v)+8deg(V)NH(lI),;; 心 (w)

because the standard simplex NH (JI) is compact. Eventually, we may find an appropriate integer m≫1  

satisfying 

(1-」)幼(v)+ 2_ deg(V)崎(IT)~ 崎 (w).
m m 

This concludes that (R型g△x, △党gRx) is uniformly K-stable. 

Case 2) dist (aNH(v), aNH(w)) = 0. By the definition of deg(V), we have the inclusion 

(5.1) 心(v)~deg(V)仰(IT).

From the definition of support functions (2.3), we observe that 

{x E NIR I hv(x) =加(x)}

= {XE NIR I加(x)=〈x,y〉and加(x)=〈x,y〉forsome y E 3狐 (v)n aNH(w)}. 

Fixing this y E NH(v), we see that y E deg(V)N五(『)by (5.1). 

N ow we suppose that the mclus1on 

deg(V).N五(IT)こ咋(w)

holds, so that y E N磁w).Then by definition of support functions, 

hdeg(V)仰 (Il)(x):= m訟〈x,y'〉:;;:; m訟〈x,y'〉＝加(x)=〈x,y〉.
咋 Supp(deg(V).N五(Il)) y'Esupp(w) 

Since hdeg(V)咋 (n)(x)=〈x,y〉inthe above, this implies that hv (x) = hdeg(V)仰 (Il)(x) and hence, the 
second condition in Lemma 2.11 follows. 

Thus it is crucial to see whether 

(5.2) deg(V)ふ心） <:;;NH(△党gRx)= deg(Rx)紳（△x) 

holds or not for the rational normal curve X of degree d~2. Since deg(V) = deg Rx・deg△ X in 
our case, (5.2) becomes 

deg(△ x)N五(TI)こN万（△x). 

Now we claim that 

Claim 5.1. For the rational normal curve X→ ]P'd。ifdegree d~2 with the standard torus actions of 
H-<:: G = SL(d+ 1,C), we have 

deg(△ x)NH(lI);? NH心x).

If Claim 5.1 has been proved, the assertion would be verified by Lernrna 2.11 and Proposition 4.1. ロ

Proof of Claim 5.1. We first consider the Newton polytope, namely the weight polytope with respect 
toT = (C勺d+l_action.Then we have 

deg(△ x)N'rcx)m(lI) = deg(△ x) Conv { e1, ... , eぃ｝

={(Po, ... ,p心E亨 tPi= 2d-2} 
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because deg(△ x) = 2d -2. Meanwhile, Theorem 4.4 yields 

ぷか）d+1(△ x)={(po, ... , 即） E認b1 t(d-叩=d(d-1), tPi = 2d-2, 
i=O i=O 

竺— i)Pi ;;?: j(j -1) 0~j~d }・ 

Obviously 

(5.3) Hric汀い（△x) <;; deg(△ x)N(cりい(『).

For a given point (po, ... , 四）€ 配+1,we define the projection by 

向：酎+l→酎， (Po,・・・,P心ピ (po-Pd,••• ,Pd-1 -Pd). 

Then by (5.3), we conclude that 

deg(△ x)1rH (N°cicx)d+l(IT)) = deg(△ x)咋 (IT)

;! 7rH (Ncicx)d+1(△ x)) =昂（△x)-

口

6. AN EXAMPLE: THE QUADRIC CURVE 

Again we consider the quadric curve X2 in lP'2 which is dealt in Example 4.3. Recall thatふ isthe 
image of the 2-nd Veronese embedding 

V2 : lP'1 --+ X2 C lP'2 [zo: z1]←→ [z5: zoz1 : z?] = [X: Y: Z] 

where X = z5, Y = zoz1 and Z = z?. Hence X2 is isomorphic to the hypersurface of degree 2 in lP'生

X2 竺 {[X:Y:Z]ElP'2IXZ —戸= 0}. 

In particular, the X-resultant Rx can be regarded as the defining equation of X2 : 

F(X, Y, Z) := XZ  -Y2 (= Rx) 

whose degree is 4. Meanwhile one can also compute the discriminant△ x2 using the Gauss map as 
follows. Let [a : b : c] be a homogenous (dual) coordinates on (JP'叩.Since X2 = V(F) C lP'2 is a 
smooth irreducible hypersurface, the Gauss map is defined as 

9: X2---+ (JP'叩 pf-------+11'ふ＝［悶(p): 闘(p): 悶(p)]

where 

［悶(p): 靡(p): 嘉(p)]= [ Z(p) : -2Y(p) : X(p)] 

= [ z? : -2zoz1 : z名]= [ a : b : c] E (1P'2) v . 

Sinceふ isa smooth projective variety, 

喜：= { f E (JP'↑ Iker fつ冗X2 p EX} 

= { [a : b : c] E (1P'2) v I b2 -4ac = 0} 
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which we conclude that△ x = b2 -4ac. This agree with the formula deg△ X = 2・2 -2 = 2. 
Consequently we see that 

N(心）a(△ xHonv{ m, G)}~d 

deg(△ x)Nr_ca叫） ~Conv { m , m , G) } 

Hence the plane deg(△ x)N(cx)3 (IT) contains the line Afr心）3 (△ x) as in the picture below. 

Mか）s(△ x) 

deg(△ x) deg(Rx) 
Finally we compare Nccx)3(v) with Nccx)3(w) where V = Rx and W =△ x respec-

tively. From the above argument, we already see that 

0 4 

ぷか）,(w)~deg(Rx)A'cc•p(• x)~Conv {し） (~) }・ 
Let us compute Nccx)3 (Rx』.Weregardふ asa toric variety lP'1 with projective embedding 

JP'l聾ぷ ClP'2 

whose corresponding moment polytope 1s the interval P = [-1, 1] c股.Then there are 2 regular 
triangulations of P, namely 

T1 = { [-1, 1]} (the trivial triangulation) and 

T2 = {[-1, O], [O, 1]} ( .  a tr1angulat1on separated mto 2 pieces). 

Each corresponding GKZ vector丘 is

丘 ~G)~·丘 ~G)
Since Nccx)3(Rx2) coincides with the secondary polytope of P (see [GKZ94, p. 260, Theorem 3.1] 
and [Yotsu16]), we find that 

Thus 

ぷか）,(Rx砂 ~Conv { G)  , G)  } 

Q, ~N(c')'(vHonv { G), G)  }~Conv(o, 四｝，

Q, ~N(P)'(w)~Conv { G), G)  }~Conv{ w,, ~) 

1 
with町 ＝町 andv2 = -(w1 +四） which gives Q1 <;;; Q2. 

2 
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